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Mac OS X Leopard Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2008
Killer Tips books are written with one goal in mind: to allow the  reader to work faster and smarter. In other books, you’ll often find  that the most useful information is found in sidebars, tips, and notes.  In a Killer Tips book, there’s nothing to weed through: it’s all  sidebars, tips, and notes! Here, Scott Kelby gives you...
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Microsoft Office 2007 On DemandQue, 2006
How to Use

•        Office: Organize information and add impact with clip art, SmartArt diagrams, tables, and charts with a new results-oriented interface

•        Word: Create great-looking documents faster...
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book: The Complete Guide for PhotographersAdobe Press, 2007
While Adobe Photoshop has long been their choice for editing digital  photographs, many photographers want a more focused tool. That’s where  Adobe Photoshop Lightroom comes in. Designed from the ground up with  digital photographers in mind, Photoshop Lightroom offers powerful  editing features in a streamlined interface that lets...
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Adobe Photoshop CS2 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2005
Photoshop is one of those programs that's so cool you just want to dive right in and start creatingbut by plunging in head-first, without any guidance, you're likely to miss a lot. There's a solution: With this book, you learn by doing, getting your feet wet immediately as you progress through a series of hands-on projects that build on your...
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Fundamentals of Python: From First Programs through Data StructuresCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Welcome to Fundamentals of Python. This text is intended for a complete, firstyear
	study of programming and problem-solving. It covers the material taught in
	typical Computer Science 1 and Computer Science 2 courses (CS1 and CS2) at
	the undergraduate level.


	In FUNDAMENTALS OF PYTHON: FROM FIRST PROGRAMS THROUGH DATA...
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Adobe InDesign CS/CS2 BreakthroughsPeachpit Press, 2005
Adobe InDesign is taking the publishing world by storm and users are hungry for breakthrough solutions to their myriad concernsfrom how best to manage the program's sometimes unwieldy interface to how to produce quality PDF files. Page-layout guru David Blatner and veteran trainer Anne-Marie "HerGeekness" Concepción have scoured...
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Photoshop CS4: Top 100 Simplified Tips & TricksVisual, 2009
You already know Photoshop CS4 basics. Now you'd like to go beyond with shortcuts, tricks, and tips that let you work smarter and faster. And because you learn more easily when someone shows you how, this is the book for you. Inside, you'll find clear, illustrated instructions for 100 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and...
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A Designer's Guide to Adobe InDesign and XML: Harness the Power of XML to Automate your Print and Web WorkflowsAdobe Press, 2007
Is this book for programmers?  Written specifically for  graphic designers and production artists already comfortable working  with Adobe InDesign, this book teaches you how to automate publishing  without learning a lot of scary code. XML simplifies the process of  moving content in and out of your layouts and can speed up...
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Photoshop CS2 Bible, Professional EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Inside, you'll find advanced coverage of Photoshop CS2
	Explore new ways to adjust and enhance color
	Use retouching and color adjustment techniques to correct seemingly impossible-to-fix images
	Gain control over digital camera images with Photoshop's enhanced Camera Raw capabilities
	Manage...
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InDesign CS2 for Macintosh and Windows : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
You already know why it makes sense for you to learn Adobe  InDesign: because major magazines, newspapers, book publishers, ad  agencies, graphic-design firms, and corporate creative groups  worldwide use it to increase productivity and refine creative  results. And you need to get up to speed on the very newest  version--Adobe InDesign CS2--today!...
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The Photoshop CS2 Speed Clinic : Automating Photoshop to Get Twice the Work Done in Half the TimePeachpit Press, 2006
If you're looking for an easy way to work fast in Photoshop CS2, congratulations, you've found it! Matt Kloskowski, Education and Curriculum Developer for the NAPP, shows you how to use the power of automation to instantly save time, money, and frustration. Once you master these powerful tools, you'll wonder how you ever got along without them....
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Photoshop Finishing TouchesPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're primarily interested in finishing touches--the million  creative ways you can use your favorite software to improve, polish,  and add pizzazz to your images--this is the book for you! The first  book devoted exclusively to the topic, Finishing Touches for Photoshop  CS2 offers a treasure chest of creative finishing techniques. With...
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